Since our foundation in 1980, our company has been contracted quality-related testing and bio-analysis of pharmaceuticals from inside and outside the country pharmaceutical company in the pursuit of our mission of “as a good partner of pharmaceutical companies, we will provide various services on analytical research, and contribute to the health of people and the development of society”.

The qualities and safety of the pharmaceuticals is evaluated by the quality data of pharmaceuticals such as contents, impurities, etc. and bio-analysis data after oral administration of pharmaceuticals at the research centers.

The customer buys a useful “Trust” for the medical treatment based on those analysis results.

It is thought that the market trend of the pharmaceuticals market in the future can be adequately caught, “Trust” based on Hokkaido be built up more than before, and it develop.

Address : 32, Kita 2-jo Nishi 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido 0600002 JAPAN
Company Representative : Takao Kawasaki, president
Phone : +81-11-207-7001 Fax : +81-11-207-7177
URL : http://www.oiken.co.jp
Foundation : Dec, 1980
Capital : 99,000,000 yen
Employees : 160
Category of Business : Contract analytical laboratory
Business Overview : Quality assurance business : analytical testings, development of analytical methods, validation of analytical methods, stability testings, quality testings and storage for pharmaceuticals (drug substances and drug products) using physicochemical technique and biological technique under reliability standard and/or GMP.
Bio-analysis business : measurements of drug concentrations in biological specimens under GLP or GCP.
Contact : Takao Kawasaki, president
E-mail : t.kawasaki@oiken.co.jp